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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive graphical analysis approach to
perform data exploration utilizing the latest capabilities
available in SAS® systems are presented here. This
practical approach integrates graphical analysis tools
available in SAS systems and provides step-wise
instructions to perform data exploration quickly
without writing SAS program statements or using menu
interface by running the SAS macros in background.
The main feature of this approach is that analysts can
perform complete data exploration quickly by
following the steps and using the SAS macro files
provided. Since data analysts search for user-friendly
but efficient data exploration methods to produce quick
results, this approach provides such a tool to achieve
their objectives. Using this MACRO APPROACH,
SAS users can effectively and quickly perform data
exploration and spend more time in interpretation of
graphs rather than debugging their program errors etc.
Furthermore, by using this approach, data analysts can
simplify the steps involved in data exploration and
improve quality of statistical analysis.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of improved and userfriendly statistical software and powerful desktop and
notebook PCs’, computer applications become an
important component of data analysis. More and more
institutions are totally dependent on statistical software
to perform routine data analysis.
Initially, data analyses were usually performed by
writing program codes. This approach is considered a
more powerful and flexible method of data analysis.
Training courses on data analysis were also based on
focusing writing program codes and debugging
program errors. Even though the program-code based
approach is very powerful, this method of training is
considered not user friendly and therefore not suitable
for average users and a major portion of the learning
is spent on debugging program errors. Therefore,

training based on writing program codes is considered
not suitable for average users.
With the introduction of PC/Windows environment in
early 90s, computer users adopted the user-friendly
point-and-click and menu-interface approach as the
standard form of computer interface. Popular
graphical software companies responded to the users
needs and developed dynamic, interactive and userfriendly data analysis modules. The SAS Institute also
introduced data analysis modules such as
SAS/INSIGHT for exploratory data analysis,
SAS/LAB for guided analysis, and recently
SAS/ANALYST for statistical data analysis. These
dynamic and interactive data analysis modules became
more popular among the data analysts and were
accepted as the industry standards.
However, some limitations were noted in the
application of the user friendly dynamic modules.
First of all, these modules only have limited functions
i.e. Only the most common data analysis options are
available in these modules. Also when using these
modules, opening multiple windows may clutter the
desktop and may confuse the average users. Further
more, very limited options are usually available to log
and save the steps involved in data analysis. Thus,
automating the steps involved in repeated routine
analysis become time consuming and inefficient.
Finally, the danger of misuse of data analysis
increased recently with the availability of the user
friendly point-and-click modules. Even in the presence
of these limitations, the use of data analysis modules
are widely accepted by the users since no other
alternative approach is readily available for the users.
As an alternative to the point-and-click menu
interface modules for obtaining quick and complete
results from data exploration, an approach based on
SAS macros is presented here. This macro approach
integrates the graphical analysis tools available in SAS
systems and provides complete data analysis tasks
quickly without writing SAS program statements or
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using the point and click menu interface by running the
SAS macros in the background. The main feature of
this approach is users can perform graphical statistical
analysis quickly by following the steps and using the
SAS macro files provided. Since data analysts
continuously search for user-friendly but efficient data
analysis methods to produce quick results, this
approach provides such a tool to achieve their
objectives. Using this MACRO APPROACH, the
analysts can effectively and quickly explore the data,
interpretation of graphs and output rather than
debugging their program errors etc. Furthermore, by
using this approach, the analysts can simplify the steps
involved in data analysis and improve the quality of
data analysis and report generation.

In this Macro-approach, step-by-step instructions
are presented to create SAS data sets, to carry out
relevant data analysis, and to create publication
quality graphics. All SAS program statements
required to perform these analyses are presented as
SAS macro(s) and the users are only required to
input the appropriate variable names in the MacroCall window. Each analysis is treated as
independent,
and
complete
step-by-step
instructions are provided to perform the analysis.
Using this approach simplifies the steps involved
in data analysis and improves the quality of data
analysis.
All SAS macro files used in this approach have
*.MAC as file extensions. The macro-call files and
the sample data files both have *.SAS as file
extensions. The macro files, data files, and macro-call
files are stored in “MACRO”, “DATA” and “MACCALL” folders respectively. The users can easily
modify the data files or the macro-call files when
creating new SAS data sets, or when submitting the
macros. By default in SAS for Windows, when the
graph = “DISPLAY”option is used, all the graphs are
displayed on the screen and the users can examine the
graphs sequentially in the graphics window. By
changing the device name to a SAS graphic devices
such as “WORD” or “WP” all graphs and SAS
OUTPUT can be automatically saved to the default
(PLOT and LABWORK ) folders respectively or to a
user specified folder.
The macro based data analysis is carried out in four
steps:

Step 1: Creating SAS data:

i) Identify the sample data used. Open the
data file from the disk into the SAS program
editor. Modify the SAS statements in the
sample data file, enter your data
appropriately, and submit your data file to
create the SAS data. Or
ii) Enter your data in Microsoft Excel spread
sheet and save as a MS excel 4 worksheet
format.
(Data from Lotus worksheet and Dbase files
also can be used as source)
Start SAS session, open the macro-call file
“EXCELSAS.sas” in to the program editor,
submit, to open the ExcelSAS window
(Figure 1). In the EXCELSAS window, input
the excel file name and the file location, and
submit. This macro file convert the excel data
to a temporary SAS data set . The excel file
name will be used as the SAS data name.
Step 2: Running SAS Macro:
Open the appropriate macro-call file from the
disk submit to open the macro-call window. In
the macro-call window, input the appropriate
variable names and submit to execute the SAS
macro. Examine the log window for and
syntax error and if you find any syntax errors,
correct the errors in the macro-call window.
Otherwise, examine the SAS graphs produced
by the macro by scrolling the graphics
window. Next, examine the SAS output by
opening the SAS output window. If you are
not familiar with the contents of the SAS
output or if you need additional information,
please refer the relevant SAS manuals or the
SAS publications.
Step 3. Saving Graphs and the Output:
To save the SAS graphs and output, go to the
macro-call window and change the graph
field name to “WP” for WordPerfect or
“WORD” for Microsoft Word. Also, if you
want to save the graphs to any other location
other than the default folder, “A:\plot”,
specify the correct drive and the folder name
in the DIR field. Resubmit your macro-call
window and the SAS graphs will be saved
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directly to the specified folder. Also, the
contents of the OUTPUT window will be
saved to the A:\LABWORK folder when you
change the graphic device from DISPLAY to
any other devices.
Step 4. Project Report:
Start your favorite word processor, open the
SAS out put file, edit/modify the contents,
add your comments, insert the appropriate
graphs in your document, and finish your
report. To incorporate the graphics files into
your document, follow the directions of your
word processing software’s.

Open the macro-call file “Excelsas.sas” from the
mac-call folder into the program editor, submit to
open the Excelsas window. Input the appropriate

Advantages of using this Macro-approach:

macro variables in the Excelsas window (Figure
1) and submit.

3 Minimum Training : Because the same four steps are
used in all data analysis, the amount of training
required to learn SAS systems is relatively minimum.
Also, all the analysis options, new features, and updates
can be incorporated in side the macro by the
developer. Thus, the end users can get the full benefits
of SAS without spending additional time in learning
the new features.
3 Quick and Complete Results: All the required steps
needed to perform any given data analysis are
incorporated in a SAS macro. Thus, the users can
obtain the complete results quickly in one run.
3 Automating routine analysis: All repeated routine
analysis can be performed quickly since the macro has
the capability of handling multiple response variables
in one run.
A list of SAS macros used in data exploration is given
the appendix.
WORKED Example
Data set:
Base ball salary data
Source:
SAS data files
File type:
MS excel 4
Data exploration performed:
1) Examine the baseball players salary by division
using box-plot, frequency histograms, variation plots,
and sorted data table.
2) Examine the data for outliers and deviation from
normality by distribution and normal probability plots
and test statistics for normality.
i) Creating SAS Data from a spreadsheet using the
SAS macro ExcelSAS:

Figure 1. ExcelSAS macro-call window

Figure 2. Univar macro-call window

ii) Performing exploratory data analysis on
baseball players’s salary by Division.
Include the univar.sas mac-call file into the program
editor and submit to open the UNIVAR window
(Figure 2). Input the appropriate macro parameters in
the UNIVAR window and submit to run the
exploratory data analysis. The exploratory graphs
generated by this macro are given in figures 3-8. This
UNIVAR will also produce univariate statistics,
trimmed means, confidence intervals, and normality
test statistics ( Not included in this paper).
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Figure 3: Boxplot of Baseball player’s salary by
division
DIVISION
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93
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Figure 4.b. Variation in Baseball player’s Salary
(Division=West)
Exploratory graphs produced by the UNIVAR macro:
1) Boxplot of response variable (Fig. 3): This plot is
useful in detecting outliers, examining the spread, and
comparing the mean, median and quartiles.
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2) Data variation plot (Fig 4). Variation and trend in
the response variable is captured in this plot. The
sample mean and the (mean ± 2*SD ) lines are shown
in this plot.
3) Histograms of response variables (Fig. 5) with
percent and cumulative percent statistics
4) Data graphics sorted by the response variable
(Fig.6)
6) Histogram and normal distribution plot (Fig.7)
7) Normal probability plot (Fig. 8)

Figure 4.a. Variation in Baseball player’s Salary
(Division=East)

Figure 5a.Frequancy Histogram of player’s Salary
(Division=East)
Figure 5b.Frequancy Histogram of player’s Salary
vision=West)
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(Complete data not shown )

(Complete Data not shown)

Figure 8 a: Normal probability plot (Division=West)


Figure 7 b: Distribution of salary (Division=West)

Figure 7 a: Distribution of salary (Division=East)
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Figure 8 b: Normal probability plot (Division=East)

Author’s Contact address:
Summary:
As an alternative to the point-and-click menu interface
modules for obtaining quick and complete results from
exploratory analysis, a SAS macros based approach is
presented here. The Excelsas macro is used to convert
an excel file to a SAS data set. The UNIVAR macro is
used to produce exploratory graphs. Other SAS macros
for performing sampling methods, hypothesis testing,
chi-square tests, ANOVA models, and Regression
analysis are presented elsewhere (Fernandez 1998).
The majority of the data analysts are not computer
programmers and they normally don’t show much
interest in learning a program-based statistics software.
Using this MACRO APPROACH, the analysts can
effectively and quickly perform complete data
exploration and spend more time in interpretation of
graphs and output rather than debugging their program
errors etc. Furthermore, by using this approach, the
analysts can simplify the steps involved in data
analysis and improve the quality of statistical analysis
and presentation methods.
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Appendix:
Other SAS macros for performing exploratory analysis
1.. Descriptive charts of one-way data
I. Descriptive frequency charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\onewayql.sas
II. Descriptive SUM charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\onewsum.sas
III. Descriptive MEAN charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\onewmean.sas
2. Descriptive charts of two-way data

References:
Fernandez, G.C.J 1998. Quick results from statistical
data analysis using SAS macros. 1. Introductory
statistical methods. Pages 266. APST270. Introductory
statistical methods course Lab guide, Department of
Applied Economics and Statistics / 204. University of
Nevada Reno Reno NV 89557

****************************

I. Descriptive frequency / percentage charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Twwyql.sas
II. Descriptive SUM charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Twwysum.sas
iii. Descriptive “MEAN” charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Twwymean.sas
3. Descriptive charts of Three-way data

The following SAS modules are necessary to run these
SAS macros:
EXCELSAS macro: SAS/BASE and SAS/ ACCESS
UNIVAR
macro:
SAS/BASE
SAS/GRAPH, and SAS/QC

SAS/STAT,

I. Descriptive frequency / percentage charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Thwyql.sas
II. Descriptive “SUM” charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Thwysum.sas
III. Descriptive “MEAN” charts and graphs
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Thwymean.sas
4. Descriptive charts of Time series data
1. Trend plots
Macro-call file: a:\mac-call\Trend.sas
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****************************

SAS, SAS/GRAPH, SAS/INSIGHT, SAS/LAB,
SAS/ANALYST and SAS/STAT are registered
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other
countries. ® indicates USA registration.

